Heat pumps
Key to sustainable social housing

Future-proof
heating solutions

When you are striving to combat
fuel poverty and future-proof your
housing stock, renewable energy
– especially for heating – cannot
be overlooked in the quest for truly
sustainable and affordable housing.

The Daikin Altherma air-to-water heat pump provides domestic
heating and hot water solutions that are highly reliable all year
round and suitable for both new-build properties and retrofit
projects. These high seasonal efficiency heat pumps are designed
to lower energy bills for tenants and reduce the carbon emissions
from your housing stock.
Fully compliant with ErP and other environmental directives,
Daikin Altherma heat pumps are easy and economical to install,
minimising disruption. And with modern user-friendly controls
specially designed to be simple to use and low running costs,
they are popular with tenants too.

Four solutions for
different applications
Daikin Altherma LT Monobloc
>	All-in-one outdoor unit saves space indoors, needing only
a DHW cylinder
> Connect just water and power – no F-gas certification needed

Daikin Altherma LT Split
> Small outdoor unit with wall-hung indoor unit
> Highest seasonal and part load efficiencies
> Designed for severe winter conditions for peace of mind

Daikin Altherma HT Split

Easy to use controllers
Unique features as standard
> Backlit, plain text, menu driven
>	
For the installer: Easier to commission using the ‘quick wizard’
function; upload installer settings via PC
>	
For the householder: User friendly, intuitive, high comfort with
smart room temperature control

> Simple solution for harder-to-heat homes
> Cascade technology delivers flow temperatures up to 80°C
> Ideal for retrofit projects for use with existing radiators

Daikin Altherma Hybrid
>	Combines a gas boiler with an air-to-water heat pump for a
truly high efficiency A++ hybrid solution
>	Automatically selects the most efficient operating mode for
every condition
> Intelligent management minimises running costs

Low cost heat

even when it’s -20°C outside
Running cost
Comparisons

> System efficiency is indicated by SCOP
> Efficiency is influenced by system design and design flow temperatures
>	A well designed AWHP system will offer running cost savings
versus a new oil boiler
Heating system

Unit cost p/kWh

SCOP*

Gas boiler – new

4

90%

Heat cost p/kWh
4.4

Gas boiler – old

4

60%

6.7

Oil boiler – new

6 (60p/litre)

90%

6.7

Oil boiler – old

6 (60p/litre)

60%

10.0

AWHP

12

350%

3.4

AWHP

12

300%

4.0

AWHP

12

250%

4.8

* SCOP – a measure of seasonal efficiency

Daikin Altherma is based on
air-to-water heat pump technology –
and is up to three times more
efficient than fossil fuel boilers.
As a result, up to 70% of the heat
output is effectively free, meaning
lower fuel bills for tenants.
> Heating and hot water all year – even if it’s -20°C outside
>	Lower running costs and up to 73% less CO2 emissions than oil
or electric heating
> Certified by the Microgeneration Certification Scheme
> Eligible for domestic Renewable Heat Incentive*

Helping you deliver sustainability
in your housing portfolio
Our dedicated specification team works closely with developers
to ensure design and technical needs are satisfied, and energy
compliance requirements are achieved in both new-build projects
and refurbishment programmes.
For new build applications, our in-house design service addresses
both heating and hot water issues, especially relating to pipe
sizes, radiator sizes and the strategic locating of heat pumps to
ensure efficient operation as well as social acceptance.
Our designers can produce full hot water and heating designs
to maximize the benefits of heat pumps with wet radiators
or underfloor heating systems. Extended warranties are often
required by registered social landlords and can also be provided
on special request.

* Subject to latest Government updates to scheme

We are keen to ensure that our products are installed,
commissioned and maintained to the highest standards. So we
offer industry-leading training for installers and engage with
tenants and housing providers to demonstrate how to achieve
the greatest comfort levels and efficiencies from their system.
Our network of in-house service engineers is on standby to
resolve any equipment issues within designated response times.
So you can depend on Daikin, whatever the weather.

Trust Daikin
Daikin may not be a household name. After all, we don’t make
cars, TVs, fridges or washing machines.
But we do make world-class heat pumps. In fact, more than
250,000 Daikin Altherma heat pumps have been fitted across
Europe since its initial launch in 2006.
Because we focus on doing only what we’re best at: creating the
most efficient heating, ventilation and air conditioning solutions,
renowned for design excellence, quality and reliability.

More than 250,000 Daikin
Altherma heat pumps have
been fitted across Europe since
its initial launch in 2006.

The present leaflet is drawn up by way of information only and does not constitute
an offer binding upon Daikin UK. Daikin UK has compiled the content of this
leaflet to the best of its knowledge. No express or implied warranty is given for the
completeness, accuracy, reliability or fitness for particular purpose of its content
and the products and services presented therein. Specifications are subject to
change without prior notice. Daikin UK explicitly rejects any liability for any direct
or indirect damage, in the broadest sense, arising from or related to the use and/or
interpretation of this leaflet. All content is copyrighted by Daikin UK.
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So you can depend on Daikin to add enduring value to
your portfolio – and the ultimate in affordable comfort for
your tenants.

